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The Truebro BASIN GUARD Model #36 and Model #42 undersink

enclosures are designed around ADA conforming sinks with 5-1/2" – 6"

deep bowls and rear waste outlets, and the undersink compartment is

36 or 42 inches wide. The following instructions are a guide for

installations with sink openings under 36 inches for Model #36 or under

42 inches for Model #42.

Tools Needed: Ruler, Sabre Saw, Hack Saw, Drill, and Phillips

Screwdriver

1. Measure opening of the undersink compartment at top and one foot

from floor.

2. Double check your dimensions, consider the opening may be out of

square or one side out of plumb. Your scribe may have to be adjusted

according to the opening.

3. Remove edge moldings and steel pipe. Scribe a trim line down

desired edge of BASIN GUARD enclosure with a pencil. .

4. Consider that the two edge cap moldings add a total of 3/8" to the

overall length

of enclosure.

5. Using a sabre saw, carefully trim edge on scribe line.

6. Using a hack saw, cut steel pipe to same length as enclosure

without moldings. Then snap pipe back into channel.

7. Push on edge moldings and prop up BASIN GUARD into place

inside of sink

compartment. Trim around sink clips if needed on top mounting flange.

8. Using a 3/32" drill, pre-drill screw holes and screw into place using

pan head screws along top and remaining flat head screws on sides.

The BASIN GUARD must be specified in combination with ADA-

conforming sinks (example, Elkay GECR or LRAD Line, or Just

Manufacturing ADA Line with rear drain) with a maximum 6" deep bowl

and rear waste outlet. Two sizes are available: Model #36 for

maximum cabinet opening of 36" and Model #42 for a maximum

cabinet opening of 42".
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